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pre-intermediate

Open mind
0 For the reviewer, the Pirates of the Caribbean films are

A easy to watch.
B the best films ever.
C good but there are better ones.

1 The reviewer likes the Pirates of the Caribbean films 
because they are
A romantic.
B funny.
C scary.

2 The reviewer’s favourite actor in the films is
A Johnny Depp.
B Geoffrey Rush.
C Orlando Bloom.

3 In the first film, why did the reviewer enjoy when 
Jack escaped from the soldiers?
A because it was weird
B because it was hilarious
C because it was fascinating

4 Which of the films did the reviewer enjoy the most?
A the first one
B the second one
C the third one

5 In the last two Pirates of the Caribbean films the 
reviewer liked
A the music.
B the photography.
C the special effects.

Writing
Write a paragraph about one of the following:
•	 a film you watched recently.

•	 a show or exhibition you went to.

•	 the type of music you like and dislike.

Listening
Listen to the conversation. Choose true (T) 
or false (F).
0 Natasha is reading an amazing book at  

the moment. T / F

1 Natasha thinks she can recommend a  
book to Jan. T / F

2 Jan is reading a very good book right now. T / F

3 Jan thinks the book Natasha is reading  
is very interesting. T / F

4 Natasha thinks the book she’s reading  
will change her life. T / F

5 Jan doesn’t like to read much. T / F

Reading
Read a review of the Pirates of the Caribbean 
films. For each question, choose the correct 
answer A, B or C.

The Pirates of the Caribbean films are my favourite 
films of all time. I like them because they mix action, 
comedy and special effects. The actors are great, 
too. Johnny Depp’s character Captain Jack Sparrow, 
is perfect. He’s a mixture of a pirate and a rock star. 
Geoffrey Rush and Orlando Bloom are also good, 
especially in the first film. In the first film, I liked the 
part when Jack had to escape from the soldiers and 
stole the ship because it was so funny. The first film 
is probably the most enjoyable, but the other three 
were also good. I really liked the special effects 
and make-up in the third and fourth films. They say 
the films were made for children, but I think they’re 
incredible.
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